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IN HIS BOOK [13], Milnor proved a fibration theorem for isolated critical points of 
functions of several complex variables and introduced the study of a numerical 
invariant p which he defined as the rank of the middle homology group of the fibre, 
though numerous other characterisations are also known (number of nondegenerate 
critical points into which it bifurcates, and dimension of the miniversal unfolding 
space for right equivalence, to name but two). It is immediate from Milnor’s definition 
that p is a local topological invariant of the map-germ f:(V+‘, O)+(C, 0). 
In the real case, for map-germs f: (R”+‘, O)+(R, 0), while it is easy to extract 
topological invariants in particular cases, the role of p is much less clear: for 
example, if fij(x,, . . . , x,) = xlzi + x2* + . . . + xf - xj?+, - . . . - x,*, the topological type 
is determined by j and n, whereas p = 2i - 1. Our first result will, however, assert 
that, provided I_L is defined, its reduction modulo 2 is a topological invariant of f. 
Milnor’s fibration theorem was extended to map-germs f: (C”, O)+(Cp, 0) with 
n > p > 1 by Hamm[lO], and an invariant p defined if 0 is an isolated singularity of 
f-‘(O) (or equivalently, if f has “finite singularity type” in the sense of Mather[12]). 
We shall extend the above result about topological invariance correspondingly, to 
map-germs (R”, O)+(R’, 0) (with n > p), of finite singularity type. 
The main reason for proving these theorems is in connection with work on 
topological stability. In order to prove that certain maps fail to be topologically stable, 
it is necessary to produce perturbations of different topological types, and for this one 
needs topological invariants. Although p (mod 2) is a very crude invariant, it is for 
this very reason easy to calculate, and systematic in its behaviour. Moreover, given a map 
f: N”+PP, the partition of N into points where CL is even or odd respectively 
determines a stratification of N, and the topology of this is a much finer topological 
invariant of f. 
We will thus be able to use F mod 2 in the same way as Damon used topological 
multiplicity (related to numerical invariants in[5]) in his work on topological stability 
leading up to [63. Our result can be used to replace much of [7] (see also the similar 
study[2]), but has the advantage of an d priori invariant defined in complete general- 
ity, thus enabling one to proceed rapidly to a large number of cases. 
In this paper we consider first the case of germs of functions (where our proof is 
much simpler), and then the general case. In the final section we discuss alternative 
approaches to the result. 
01. THE CASE OF FUNCTIONS 
Let f:(R”+‘, O)+W, 0) be a smooth (i.e. C”) map-germ of finite singularity type. 
Then. as is well-known (see e.g. [ 161 for a proof), one can make a smooth change of 
coordinates in R”+’ to reduce f to a polynomial map: suppose this done. Then we can 
complexify f to obtain 
fc: (c+‘, OHC, 01, 
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and define the Milnor number of f to be that of fC: our hypothesis indeed implies that 
fC has an isolated singularity at 0 (a proof may again be found in [ 161). 
Since f is analytic, the fibre f-‘(O) is locally homeomorphic to a cone, with vertex 
0. The base L of the cone is the intersection of f-‘(O) with a small sphere S, centered 
at 0. The local topology of f determines L up to h-cobordism (at least). The 
homology groups H*(L) are the local homology groups of f-‘(O) at 0. The simplest 
available invariant, the Euler characteristic x(L), will not suffice for our purposes 
since it vanishes whenever dim L = (n - 1) is odd. We shall employ instead the 
semicharacteristic. 
More precisely, we define e(L) to be half the sum p(L) of the mod 2 Betti 
numbers of L, 
24(L) = p(L) = dim,, (H*(L; FJ). 
THEOREM 1. With the above hypothesis and notations, 
@CL) = pcf) - 1 (mod 2). 
Proof. We start from yet another interpretation of CL, as the local degree of the 
map-germ 
df,: (C+‘, O)+(C”+‘, 0): 
see, e.g. Eisenbud and Levine[8]. Now 
deg(dfd = deg(df) (mod 2). 
For choose a regular value P E R” near 0 of df and df,. Then 
deddfd = 211: Q E C”, dfdQ) = PI, 
deg(df) = x{ + 1: Q E R”, df(Q) = P}. 
But those Q E (C” -R”) with dfc(Q) = P fall into pairs of complex conjugates, so are 
even in number. 
We can also calculate deg(df) by restricting to a small sphere and taking the degree 
of the resulting map Af 
df 
Se”-‘+ RN - {o)+d”-‘. 
By the Lefschetz fixed point theorem, the number of fixed points of this map is 
1 + t-l)“-’ deg(df), and the number of coincidence-points with the antipodal map is 
1 - deg(df). These are the points where dfx is a multiple of x, so d(flS.“-‘) vanishes. 
Now L = f-‘(O) n SCn-’ divides S, “-’ into two subsets: A+ (resp. A-) where f(x) zz 0 
(resp. f(x) 10). Moreover, by a deformation argument due to Milnor[l3], 
A+ = f-‘(s) n D”, A- = f-‘(-a) C D” 
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for suitably small S > 0. By Morse theory, the relative Euler characteristic 
xv’1 - 6, 61 n D,“, f-Y - S) n D,“) = n, - n-, 
where n,, n- denote the numbers of critical points of g in f-‘[-a, 61 n 0,” of even, 
odd index, or equivalently, the number at which dg has local degree + 1, - 1. Here we 
choose g to be a C’-approximation to f whose critical points are nondegenerate. Thus 
deg(d.0 = deg(dg) = n, - n_. 
As f-‘[-8, 61 II 0,” is contractible, so has Euler characteristic 1, we deduce 
deddf) = 1 - x(f-‘( - 8) n D,“) = 1 - x(A_). 
Thus x(A-) = 1 - deg(df) is the number of coincidence-points of Af with the antipodal 
map. Similarly, 
x(A+) = 1 + (- 1)” deg(df) 
equals the fixed point-index of Af. 
For the above argument, which is inspired by some results of Arnol’d[l], I am 
indebted to Jim Damon. The rest of the proof is now easy. Using mod 2 coefficients 
for homology throughout, we now have 
&(A-) = fin-‘-‘(A+) 
by Alexander duality, hence /3(A_) = P(A+). The exact Mayer-Vietoris 
the triad (Se”-‘; A_, A+) reduces to 
O-*H,_,(S,“-‘)3H*(L)~~*(A_) @ H.(A+)-+Ho(S,“-‘)+O, 
so counting ranks, 
sequence of 
P(L) = P(A-) + P(A+) 
= 2P(A_) 
4(L) = P(A-) = x(A-) (mod 2) 
= 1 - deg(df) 
F1-F (mod 2). 
62. THE GENERAL CASE 
If f: (R”, O)+(RP, 0) has finite singularity type (and n > p) then (see e.g.[16]) f is 
X-equivalent to a polynomial germ. As such an equivalence preserves both p and the 
topology of f-‘(O), we may suppose f polynomial. Just as b’efore, we can now 
complexify and define pc (the definition is recalled below), and also define L and 
IL(L). The same result is again valid: 
THEOREM 2. Iff: 03". 0) --) (Rep. 0) has finite singularity type, n > p, and L is the link of 0 
in f-‘(O). 
lb(L) = F - 1 (mod 2). 
Proof. As above. we suppose f polynomial. Write Xf for the set of its critical points in 
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C”. Then [lo] we have a local fibration (near 0) over Cp -f,(Z,), whose fibre is a 
handlebody, with p handles of index (n - p). 
Since f&Z,> is an algebraic variety, and nowhere dense (by Sard’s theorem), it has 
dimension at most (p - 1). Thus it cannot contain Wp. Choose x0 in Wp, near 0, and not 
lying in f(Z,). Write X for the complex fibre 
{z E C”: frW = x0, llzll = El, 
and F for the real fibre X n W”. 
Provided x0 is small enough (compared to E), the boundary 8F is diffeomorphic to 
L. For since fc has finite singularity type, f,lZ, is proper, so that we can find S with 
Moreover, an argument precisely similar to Milnor’s (cf. [lo]) shows that (assuming 
E is small enough) the restriction of f to the sphere llz\l= E has no critical points in 
f-‘(O), and hence none in llf<z>ll’= a’, for 6’ small enough (compared to E). It now 
follows that the restriction of f to the subset 
1141 = 5 Ilf(dll 5 8’ 
defines a smooth fibration, and likewise in the real case. Hence all the fibres are 
diffeomorphic. 
We have now reduced the problem to a more concrete situation. X is a handle- 
body, on which complex conjugation acts as an involution with fixed point set F. We 
seek homology relationships between X, F and aF. Theorem 2 thus follows from 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a handlebody, of dimension 2k, with p handles of index k. Let T 
be an involution of X with fixed set F. Then +(aF) = p - 1 (mod 2). 
Proof. We shall &e the reformulation due to Swan[lS] of the standard methods of 
fixed point theory. If G is the group of order 2 generated by T, this gives a spectral 
sequence 
Ei*(G; H*(X))% j &*(x0, 
where X, = X x cEG will not be needed by us: the isomorphism follows since G acts 
freely on the complement of its fixed point set. Here fi denotes Tate cohomology[4], 
and mod 2 coefficients are used throughout. The usual machinery of products and 
exact sequences is available for calculating this spectral sequence. 
Now H*(X) has two nonzero terms: Ho(X) = FZ and HK(X) which has rank p. As 
F2G-module, this is (necessarily) the direct sum of a free module, on f generators say, 
and a trivial module T of rank p,-2f. Thus 
fi(G; Hk(X)) = I$*(@ T) s fi*(G)@T. 
We next consider differentials in the spectral sequence. As EzPq = 0 for q#O, k, only 
dk+, can be nonzero. In fact, there are two possible cases. If F is empty, then 
0 = E, = Ek+?, so d,,, is an isomorphism, whence p - 2f = 1. If F contains a point x, 
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then x is an equivariant retract of X. The retraction yields a splitting of the spectral 
sequence into a part where q = 0 and another where q = k. Thus no nonzero 
differentials are possible. In this case we deduce that P(F) = CL - 2f + 1. (Observe that 
the sequence gives no information on the dimensions of these generators.) 
In fact all we need from this is that P(F) = p - 1 (mod 2), which is immediate from 
the existence of the spectral sequence. 
NOW by duality, /3(F, 8F) = P(F). We consider the exact homology triangle 
H*(F, aF) i’ H*(F) 
H*(aF). 
We have 
P(aF) = P(F) + p(F, aF) - 2 rank j* 
Jl(aF) = P(F) - rank j* 
so it remains to show that rank j* is even. By duality, the maps j* of H’ and Hk-’ 
have the same rank, for each r, so together make an even contribution, provided 
r#(k - I). 
It remains to consider the case k = 2r, and 
j’: H’(F, aF)+H’(F). 
In this case, source and target are dual vector spaces, so j’ may be considered a 
bilinear pairing on H’(F, aF). We show that this pairing is symplectic, which implies that 
the rank is even, and thus concludes the proof. We have 
j*(x)(x) = x U x[F] 
= Sq’x[F] 
= U’X [F] 
where t’, E H’(F) is the rth Wu class of F. But all characteristic classes vanish since 
F is parallelisable: for F consists of regular points of f, so df induces a framing of its 
normal bundle. 
83. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 
Since the above proof uses quite sophisticated techniques in algebraic topology, it 
is natural to seek something more on the lines of proof in 01. I have not found such a 
proof in general. It would be natural to seek a proof by induction on p: if the 
map-germ f’ defined by omitting the last component of f also has finite singularity 
type, then L& [ 1 l] and Greuel[9] have given a formula for ~Lcf) + pcf’) analogous to (but 
more complicated than) deg(df). 
An alternative is to study low dimensions n - p. For curve singularities n - p = 1, 
the formula p = 26 - Y + 1 established in[ 131 for plane curves was extended Buchweiz 
and Greuel[3] to complete intersections (and other cases also). Here, I is the number 
of branches of the complex curve fc-‘/O>. Complex conjugation acts on the set of 
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branches: those interchanged in pairs do not yield a real branch, while those left 
invariant each yield a single real branch, giving two points of L. The congruence of 
Theorem 2 follows at once: we can identify I/J(L) with the number of real branches, 
which is congruent modulo 2 to r, and hence to (P - 1). 
In the case of surfaces (n - p = 2), the paper of Seade[l4] is suggestive. The 
threefold aX has a natural framing, and its framed cobordism class is (P + 1) times a 
generator of 7~s~. This framing is essentially invariant by T, and there is an induced 
framing on the fixpoint set aF, each component of which is a circle, whose framed 
cobordism class is the nonzero element of 7~s’: thus the total class determines the 
number $(L) of components modulo 2. To complete this argument would need a 
determination of the bordism group of framed involutions, however, which is likely to 
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